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Summary: This paper describes the development of a geoportal of ‘hidden’ thematic maps.
Particular importance is attached to the production of high-quality metadata for maps.
Based on the experiences of the library of the Leibniz Institute for East and Southeast European Studies (IOS) in constructing the GeoPortOst portal, the workshop Maps in Libraries was conducted in March 2019 at the IOS. In its context, the papers, published in this
and the following e-Perimetron issue, were presented.

The Birth of a Geoportal: From Bibliographic Control to Spatial Browsing

In 1952, the library of a German research institute started indexing special material for its catalogue. At the beginning of the Cold War, the Eastern European Institute (Osteuropa-Institut, OEI)1
in Munich operated as an institution, which played an important role in observing activities behind the Iron Curtain. For this purpose, the OEI set itself the target to collect all information about
East European countries. Besides monographs, journals and newspapers, the library was seeking
to supply the researchers with additional material like “hidden” components from these media.
Among this material were so-called hidden maps, which were printed in books or journals and
were not edited as independent items. They were indexed in a special catalogue to support the research of the scientific community.
In 2013, this catalogue was the starting point of a project idea, created at the Leibniz Institute for
East and Southeast European Studies (IOS) in Regensburg. The IOS, the successor institution of
the OEI, runs a library that counts 340,000 independent media items, searchable in an online catalogue. The lack of electronic records of hidden material has led to the desire for retro-conversion
of the special catalogues. So the IOS applied for funding the retro-conversion of the hidden maps
catalogue from the German Research Foundation (DFG). As the prospect of a successful application for a pure conversation was extremely low, the project design included the digitisation of the
copyright-free maps including their georeferencing. The latter generated geographical data of the
maps.
With the approval by the DFG, the project GeoPortOst (Tegeler 2016) started in 2014. In its
course it became obvious that thematic maps make up the majority of the digital map collection.
Thematic maps often refer to a context to be found outside the map (Bauer 2018) and require recourse to media and discourses outside the map image in order to decode it (Renz 2014), they are
marked by their significance as an argument for the narrative in which they are embedded. So for
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the second phase of the project, it was decided to implement an annotation tool that enables the
linking of the text or the data, on which a map is based – and thereby open the ‘black box of the
cartographer’ (Harley 1989). After the end of funding, the IOS provides a geoportal that offers a
geographical and a verbal search of 3,000 digital maps. Moreover, browsing by facets like collection, map type, place, or subject is possible. Now, the metadata and images are downloadable; the
maps can be opened in different viewers; and the data can be exported in a GeoTIFF format.
Doing the Meta-Step Right: How to Describe Maps in Library Catalogues

The road to this result – an intuitive retrieval and analysis instrument for thematic maps – was
marked from the beginning of the project by consistent development of its metadata. As information objects with specific geographical components, maps also make ‘specific’ demands on
their description. However, we have to note that in libraries the classical system of reference, the
catalogue, has deficits and often does not represent this ‘specific’ character. Verbal indexing dominates the methods of bibliographic control and this is not sufficient to provide orientation in the
map world (Šolar 2016). The indexing in the librarian framework RDA initially makes use of the
bibliographic information contained in the medium (in the formal cataloguing, for example, title,
author, year of publication, scale, etc.). In general, however, RDA also provides the recording of
coordinates as centre coordinates, boundary coordinates or polygons (Andrew, Moore &
Larsgaard 2015). But in practice the recommendation to determine coordinates for cartographic
resources requires effort and seems not to be implemented comprehensively. An example of this
may be that the catalogue data field 034 of the internal MAB format, which is designated for coordinates, till now is not actively used in the Bavarian Library Network. When describing maps
using title data, there are considerable ambiguities. Map titles are often not very meaningful. Single sheets of map series are partly only numbered consecutively or provided with names of the
main places, in the case of older title entries only the higher-level map series is recorded (Scheven
2016). In addition, place names change in the course of time or are given different names in different languages, and toponyms given in the title do not cover the entire space covered by the
map. All the more importance is attached in the catalogue to subject indexing using notations and
authority files. Authority files for geographic entities (such as the Integrated Authority File of the
German National Library – GND)2 not only contain name variants and other-language labels, they
also refer to parent geographical entities. They increasingly rely on the acquisition of coordinates,
which can support the search in space, and thus move functionally strongly towards fully developed gazetteers. Since authority files are made available as Linked Open Data and also play an
important role in Wikipedia or Wikidata, for example, in unambiguously linking information, they
open a window far beyond the catalogue. A window that could be further extended by the indexer
proposing new geographic entities for authority files when indexing maps – and uses them as a
kind of reverse-gazetteer.
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https://www.dnb.de/EN/Professionell/Standardisierung/GND/gnd_node.html
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Figure 1: Three stages of map metadata: index card, OPAC with linked subject headings, cataloguing system with (hidden)
coordinates.

Completing Map Metadata via Georeferencing

Quality of metadata is defined by three criteria: accuracy, consistency and completeness (Kuźma
& Mosicka 2018). In order to represent the records of the documents in GeoPortOst comprehensively, they had to be supplemented by their specific geographical component, by coordinates.
Coordinates can be used in bibliographic records to compensate for the deficit of verbal indexing.
It is no longer the linguistically variable concept of place that is referenced, but geographical
space as a physical constant. This also significantly increases the accessibility and searchability of
map or geographical collections (Bidney 2010). For this purpose a geo application for georeferencing was implemented.3 Georeferencing has become part of the standard repertoire for the organisation of digital map collections. The georeferencer from Klokan Technologies4 was chosen,
which has proven itself as a web tool especially for libraries and – from London to Leiden and
Darmstadt to Brno – has been used by numerous institutions (Storms 2017, Christoph et al. 2016,
Kowal & Přidal 2012). The convincing advantage of the Georeferencer is based on its intuitive
operation, which, understandable for laymen, is designed for crowdsourcing. The concept of
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http://www.georeferencer.com/
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crowd or community sourcing is to split the processing of large amounts of data into manageable
work steps that can be handled by volunteers (Macdonald & Osborne 2013). More than 40 volunteers participated in the georeferencing worldwide after a call in social media and processed almost all 3,028 cards in a period of two and a half months until August 2018 (distributed over two
project phases), setting more than 60,000 control points. The contribution of the volunteers was
spread out roughly according to a Pareto distribution: a few super-contributors with 2,000 up to
30,000 control points are faced with many occasional users.

Figure 2: Compare and combine features of the georeferencer: georeferenced maps from the directory Ves’ Peterburg 1910,
https://nbn-resolving.org/urn:nbn:de:bvb:355-ubr16557-7.
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Indexing + Georeferencing = Datafication

Of course, the results from the georeferencing should hardly satisfy strict geographical criteria
(see Crom 2019 in this issue): the handling of different projections, scales, but also the authenticity of the map material proves to be difficult (Fleet 2008). Nevertheless, the library benefits from
the bounding box coordinates, which can be downloaded in MARC21 format for ingest into the
catalogue and serve as the basis for cross-collection discovery systems with geographical search
features, while the user benefits from data for free re-use in formats such as GeoTIFF, WMTS for
geo information systems (ArcGIS, QGIS) or JSON. In order to finally merge the complex relationships between formal description (provenance, map image), content (authority files) and geographical framework (coordinates), a geodata portal was set up for GeoPortOst as a central aggregator, which is realised with the open source system GeoBlacklight5 (in detail Hardy & Durante
2014). Geospatial data portals solve the critical points in the search for geographic resources by
using interactive areal search interfaces and a data management that is able to manage different
geographic documents – from raster images to vector data to geographically tagged text (Müller &
Schmunk 2019). The geodata portal is not a closed container, but can be connected to existing
services such as the library catalogue or other (meta)data collections. Thus GeoPortOst takes the
decisive step from a static map collection to an interface for geoinformation (cf. Stäcker 2019).
Using GeoPortOst as an interface, cartographic documents can not only be viewed, they can be
linked with post-processing (e.g. from GIS applications), with contexts from their source works
and enhanced using external tools (e.g. an annotation tool6). This development is based on highquality metadata. The top layer of viewers, tools and interactive applications may change rapidly
with new techniques and new user expectations. The metadata, on the other hand, as long as they
were created in interoperable formats and as Linked Open Data, remain re-usable.

Figure 3: The fully developed GeoPortOst geoportal. Overlay of G. Freytags Karte des Kriegsschauplatzes auf der
Balkanhalbinsel, 1912, http://geoportal.ios-regensburg.de/catalog/BV012176859.

Networking with Maps in Libraries

What has started with a classical librarian’s work – the description of bibliographical units – led to
an infrastructure that provides digital maps for researchers and the interested public. This shows
5
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https://geoblacklight.org/
https://recogito.pelagios.org/, http://annotation.ios-regensburg.de/
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that map collection of libraries not necessarily contain only independent maps or map series, but
also smaller units like hidden maps. Furthermore, in libraries the metadata of maps go beyond
verbal indexing; today, users expected a geographical search. So, the framework for libraries,
which hold maps, has changed in the past years. Like libraries in general, map collections have to
compete with the internet and the customs of users in the digital age. For these reasons, the IOS
library has conducted a workshop within the GeoPortOst project to discuss the requirements for
maps in libraries.
On the workshop contributors from all over Europe and North America presented their papers. 7
Besides librarians, digital humanities researchers dealing with maps applied for participation. This
enabled the organisers to compile a program that entangled the needs of researchers with the requirements of map libraries.
In this and the following issue of e-perimetron a selection of contributions to the workshop will be
published. These range in this issue ('Linking Maps to Geospace: georeferencing and semantic
annotation') from the fundamental reflection of the evaluation of georeferenced collections
(Crom) to overview presentations of the transformation of map libraries by georeferencing (Fleet,
Van Egmond) to innovative tools for increasing the information value of maps by annotation (Simon et al.).
In the upcoming e-perimetron, entitled 'Libraries, Collections, Archives: processing and use of
their contents', the practice of creating metadata for maps at Polish libraries, the British Library
and the Russian Presidential Library, but also in the archive sector, will be discussed. Finally, a
case study from the analysis of hand-drawn old maps from Russia opens a view of the need for
maps from the perspective of research.
The diversity of themes and challenges addressed in these two issues reflects the common concern
to be able to reference, organise and share maps across institutional and national borders. Thus,
the exchange of infrastructure institutions is just as essential as the active contact to user communities from the academia and the interested public.
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